The NFL is big business.

$15B revenue generated by the NFL in the 2018 season¹

Innovating fan experience takes a powerful partner.

The NFL is driving fan experience innovation with Verizon 5G. Verizon 5G has the low latency, speed and scalability to create many new ways of engaging fans.
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Imagine future possibilities that Verizon 5G can power.

Near real-time player stats

Augmented reality

Seamless stadium operations

Massive streaming support

The NFL fans can test out 5G at 13 stadiums across the nation.

The Verizon 5G Ultra Wideband network is Built Right for the NFL.

Not every 5G network is powerful enough for powering customer experience at massive scale.

5G needs the right elements:

- Millimeter spectrum
- Small cells
- Fiber
- Edge computing

If Verizon 5G can do this for the NFL, imagine what it can do for your business.

Learn more about the power of Verizon 5G by contacting your Verizon Wireless business specialist or visiting verizonwireless.com/biz/5G/